Patterns of Transition Exercise 3

Make sentences using transitions and the information given.

1. birds – feathers bats – fur
   Birds have feathers, **but** bats have fur.

2. birds – fly bats - fly

3. cows – grass frogs – bugs

4. lobsters – ocean sharks – ocean

5. snakes – trees sparrows – trees

6. bats – insects and fruit lobsters – seaweed

7. snakes – slither frogs – jump

8. butterflies – fly sparrows – fly
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Answers:

1. Birds – feathers   bats – fur
   Birds have feathers, **but** bats have fur.

2. Birds – fly   bats - fly
   **Both** birds and bats fly.

3. cows – grass   frogs – bugs
   Cow eat grass, **unlike** frogs which eat bugs.

4. Lobsters – ocean   sharks – ocean
   Lobsters are **similar to** sharks because they live in the ocean.

5. snakes – trees   sparrows – trees
   Snakes, **like** sparrows, can live in trees.

6. bats – insects and fruit   lobsters – seaweed
   Bats eat insects and fruit, **in contrast to** lobsters, which eat seaweed.

7. snakes – slither   frogs – jump
   Snakes slither; **however**, frogs jump.

8. butterflies – fly   sparrows – fly
   **Both** butterflies and sparrows can fly.